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George Clooney attacked the Daily Mail over what he said was an 'irresponsible'
story. Photograph: David Fisher / Rex Features

Further to George Clooney's accusation that the Daily Mail published an
irresponsible article about his fiancée's mother, I note that he cited three
"idiotic" stories that were also fabricated.

So let's take a look at the trio of stories
which Clooney mentions, which he
believes "they [the Mail] sit at their
computers and invent."

As far as I can see, one of them was not
published by the Mail. That's the claim
that Clooney's betrothed, Amal
Alamuddin, was three months' pregnant.
It appeared instead on the cover of OK!
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Last week's OK! exlusive

magazine and was then picked up by
websites across the world and accepted
as fact. (examples here and here and
here).

Even scepticism about the "revelation",
as in this Toronto Star online report, was

couched in such way as to suggest to readers it might be true:

"In a rare show of restraint it's taken months for a tabloid to
get the woman 'who finally slayed the bachelor dragon'
pregnant. But now she totally is and the proof is she went
for a walk wearing something not skin-tight.

Alas, there is still a wedding to plan and fortunately for
Amal, George is 'happy to indulge' her silly little notions
about having the wedding anywhere but at his Italian villa.

Women get all kinds of ideas into their highly respected,
international human rights lawyer-heads when they're
made-up pregnant."

The second story, the claim that the Clooney-Alamuddin marriage will
take place on the set of Downton Abbey, certainly was in the Mail.

On 26 May, the paper reported that the couple had "zeroed in on
Highclere Castle... the home of TV's Downton Abbey" as the venue for
their wedding.

Its unnamed "source" was quoted as saying: "George loves the idea of
marrying at the castle, because it's a glamorous place he could secure."

Those anonymous sources always seem to provide just the right quote,
do they not?

As for the third story that Clooney rubbishes - the claim that he is
running for political office - this is a rather different matter.

On 20 June, the Mail's gossip columnist, Sebastian Shakespeare, did
report that the actor planned to enter politics. But this was based on a
direct quote from his aunt, Starla Clooney, who was quoted as saying:

"George will run for office now, especially after his marriage
to Amal, as that will open so many doors for him."

If the quote was accurate, and even if Ms Clooney was wrong, then, in
this case, the Mail is absolved from invention.

I note that Shakespeare's column on Monday stretched the story a little
further by suggesting that Clooney wants to become the president of the
United States. Again, this was based on a named source, a friend of
Clooney's.

Clooney's statement to USA Today indicates that the claims by his aunt
and his friend were wrong.

But that does not invalidate his overall view about the number of made-
up stories that appear about him. What the OK! magazine pregnancy
nonsense and the Downton Abbey fantasy illustrate is that too little has
been learned since the Leveson inquiry.
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Celebrities are still regarded as fair game by newspapers and
magazines, meaning that almost anything can be published in the belief
that the "victims" will shrug and move on.

For once, Clooney has refused to accept the unacceptable. It will be
interesting to see what, and where, the Mail publishes its
correction/clarification/apology to him tomorrow.
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RichardMorris

Shakespeare writes, 'his aunt has added to the intrigue by confirming
that the 53-year-old Hollywood actor plans to enter politics'. That is
incorrect - she isn't confirming anything. So there is an invention.
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that the 53-year-old Hollywood actor plans to enter politics'. That is
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whitehorsehill

too little has been learned since the Leveson inquiry.

For

too little

read

nothing at all

As long as Cameron continues to prevaricate and the party leaders
queue up to be shills for Murdoch, nothing is going to change
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kermitbantam

Why are we defending Sebastian Shakespeare? One only has to read
"Street of Shame" in Private Eye to see what a fool he is. His only
redeeming feature is that Paul Dacre doesn't seem to like him very
much.
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Anuranonanist kermitbantam

His only redeeming feature is that Paul Dacre
doesn't seem to like him very much.

Excellent. Damned with faint praise and all that...
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soysaucegirl

Greenslade, you missed the story quoting Amal's mom as complaining
"she can do better" than marry Clooney. That must have stung and is
probably the latest in a conveyor belt of daily celebrity lies we are fed
as fact:

09 July 2014 3:28pm
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http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/gossip/mom-george-
clooney-fiancee-doesn-approve-marriage-report-article-1.1857681
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soysaucegirl

The above story, claiming that Amal's mother didn't want her marrying
out of her religious sect, etc, was sourced by the Daily Mail, picked up
by the NY Daily News, and subsequently removed from the Mail.
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La Shina Sea

A Dream Is A Dream And A Scheme is A Scheme. better notes for
todays manhood. stop, learn & listen ..to the calling inside of you..not
some frilly 
uncertain far -reached fantasy waves which may never even reach the
shore of life and love, but have sucked you out of so much fame that
your nose bleeds, and your head ache from the ill twisted romance of
a cat walk. I would like to hear the Rolling Stones one more time.
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dinky1971 La Shina Sea

Er... what?
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aglockne

Reading comprehension fail.

Clooney didn't accuse the Daily Mail of fabricating those three stories.
He accused them of "making up stories...several times a week".

I'm, of course, used to the Daily Mail making up stories —
they do it several times a week — and I don't care. If they
fabricate stories of Amal being pregnant, or that the
marriage will take place on the set of Downton Abbey, or
that I'm running for office, or any number of idiotic stories
that they sit at their computers and invent, I don't care.

"If they fabricate..." If. Not when.
(And yes, an American would say "when" in that context.)
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22edec aglockne

I am American and I think he meant 'when', when he said 'if',
thus saying the stories he cites in the paragraph above are
false! And, I think he does care, even though he says he
doesn't!
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wombat123

The leaked medical records that said he suffered from projectile
flatulence turned of to be fake.

10 July 2014 2:58am
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alveda

What I really object to is the fact that we are being lied to.

George can set the record straight, but we have no protection from
these lies and others which are our daily diet of misinformation.
Payday loan sharks, junk-food purveyors, tabloids, they are all at it.
The BBC isn't allowed to do it. Why should anyone else?

I can't see why it isn't a criminal offence to deliberately mislead us.
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22edec

Roy, when George referred to the three stories, I think he was
including the recent one that was just removed. That would make
three with The Mail.

What has happened here is just what I warned LJ Leveson would
happen, but he froze me out of his Inquiry and actually, was not very
nice to me. I was the only American who was trying to become a Core
Participant and crucially, I wasn't supported by Hacked Off. And David

10 July 2014 11:49am
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